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November seesaw in northern extratropical sea level pressure
and its linkage to the preceding wintertime Arctic Oscillation
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ABSTRACT: This paper examines the impact of the wintertime Arctic Oscillation (AO) on the following November
circulation. The application of a set of statistical methods shows that a response of November sea level pressure (SLP) to the
preceding wintertime AO operates on a hemispheric scale. At high and middle latitudes, this response is a well-pronounced
seesaw in SLP between the Eastern and Western Hemispheres. Winters of the positive AO polarity tend to be followed by
positive SLP anomalies spanning the whole Northern Eurasia and negative SLP anomalies extending from the Bering Sea
through the Western North Atlantic. Opposite SLP anomalies prevail after winters of the negative AO polarity. The response
of November SLP to the preceding wintertime AO closely resembles the first empirical orthogonal function of November SLP.
That is, the polarity of the wintertime AO precedes the polarity of the leading mode of variability of November SLP over the
Northern Hemisphere. The wintertime AO exerts a 9-month lag impact on November circulation due to the re-emergence of
a sea surface temperature anomaly over the western North Atlantic.
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1. Introduction
The Arctic Oscillation (AO), recognized by Thompson
and Wallace (1998), is a dominant mode of the wintertime climate variability in the Northern Hemisphere. Interest in the AO and in its potential effects on mid- and
high-latitude climate in the Northern Hemisphere has been
increasing. Many studies have reported concurrent relationships between wintertime climate variables and the AO
(Thompson and Wallace, 2000; Thompson et al., 2000;
Gong et al., 2001), while others have demonstrated that
the wintertime AO significantly affects climate variables
in the following months, with a memory of the wintertime
AO being kept by surface persistent anomalies, particularly snow cover on the land (e.g. Kryjov, 2002; Bamzai,
2003; Ogi et al., 2003a, 2003b, 2004a, 2004b; Barriopedro
et al., 2006), sea ice in the Nordic seas (e.g. Rigor et al.,
2002; Wu et al., 2006) and sea surface temperature (SST;
e.g. Kryjov, 2002; Ogi et al., 2003a, 2003b).
Kryjov (2004) and Kryzhov (2008) have shown that
November air temperature over Northeastern Europe is
affected by the preceding wintertime AO due to its impact
on November circulation in the Atlantic-European sector
of the middle latitudes. They show that the positive (negative) wintertime AO polarity tends to be followed by a
dipole anomaly in November sea level pressure (SLP) over
the North Atlantic, with a negative (positive) pole over the
* Correspondence to: J.-B. Ahn, Division of Earth Environmental System, Pusan National University, Jangjeon 2-dong, Geumjeong-gu, Busan
609-735, Republic of Korea. E-mail: jbahn@pusan.ac.kr

Labrador Sea and a positive (negative) pole over Scandinavia. These SLP anomalies lead to negative (positive) air
temperature anomalies over the Northeastern Europe. This
mechanism explains an observed negative trend in November temperature over this region in the 1970s–1990s,
which surprisingly contrasted to the positive trend in the
wintertime AO index and associated positive trend in wintertime and annual temperature (Thompson et al., 2000).
The negative trend in the wintertime AO index and Northeastern Europe air temperature after the 1990s is also contrasted by the positive trend in November temperature over
this region. However, the studies of Kryjov (2004) and
Kryzhov (2008) were confined to the Atlantic-European
sector, were focused on air temperature rather than circulation and did not analyse the mechanisms of the 9-month
lag in a November circulation response to the preceding
wintertime AO.
This study is focused on filling the research gaps of
the previous studies. We analyse the hemispheric-scale
response of November circulation to the preceding wintertime AO and its consistency with the leading modes of
the November SLP variability.
The most intriguing peculiarity of the November
response to the polarity of the preceding wintertime AO is
its occurrence after 9 months, which suggests that it cannot
be explained with simple persistence of a forcing exciting
it. Particularly, it cannot be explained by a persistence
of the wintertime SST anomaly through November or a
persistence of the anomalies of other surface properties
originating in winter and persisting through the rest of the
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year. Explanation of the 9-month lag of the circulation
response to the wintertime AO requires an environmental
anomaly which is formed under the impact of the wintertime AO and reoccurs in the following autumn as a
forcing affecting November circulation. Another research
challenge is the timing of the significant response that is
restricted to November and is not markedly noticeable in
October or December. The 9-month lag and the restricted
timing of the response suggest that that forcing should
be a short-term ‘reminder’ rather than a long-living and
steadily decaying ‘memory’.
The role of a reminder may be played by the autumn
re-emergence of the wintertime SST anomalies discussed
by Alexander and Deser (1995) and Alexander et al.
(1999). The concept of the autumn re-emergence of the
wintertime SST anomalies is traced back to the works of
Namias and Born (1970, 1974) and Wallace and Jiang
(1987) and has been developed in the works of Alexander
and Deser (1995) and Alexander et al. (1999). The dynamical atmospheric impact on the ocean is strong owing to
wintertime storms, and the quasi-homogeneous mixed
layer is very thick concurrently. Accordingly, the surface
temperature anomalies formed in winter span a large depth
of water. In summer, dynamical impact is much weakened,
and a shallow surface quasi-homogeneous mixed layer of
warm water is formed due to enhanced solar irradiance,
and wintertime anomalies sink below this thin surface
mixed layer, being separated from it by a thermocline.
In turn, the surface warm layer is destroyed by autumn
storms and preceding wintertime anomalies emerge to the
surface, with the autumn SST anomalies resembling the
preceding wintertime SST anomalies.
Sea ice extent anomalies that are formed in winter under
the impact of the AO and persist until the autumn sea
ice freezing may also act as a reminder, thereby strongly
affecting autumn air temperature during freezing (Rigor
et al., 2002). However, a strong trend in the sea ice extent
of the recent decades, exceeding its interannual variability,
significantly decreases the reliability of the assessments
of the interannual variability of impacts forced by sea ice
anomalies, so we do not consider it in this paper.
In Section 2, we describe the primary data set and study
methods. The relationships between November circulation
anomalies over the Northern Hemisphere and preceding
wintertime AO are studied in Section 3. Possible mechanisms of the lag response are discussed in Section 4. The
conclusions are presented in Section 5.
2.

Data and methods

The study was mainly performed based on the monthly
mean SLP fields meshed on a 2.5∘ × 2.5∘ grid from
National Centers for Environmental Prediction/National
Center for Atmospheric Research (NCEP/NCAR)
Reanalysis-1 for the period 1958–2011 (Kalnay et al.,
1996). The studied region covers the Northern Hemisphere
extratropics north of 20∘ N.
The monthly mean indices of the AO (Thompson and
Wallace, 1998, 2000) are those of the Climate Prediction

Center (CPC), available from the CPC website. In the
study, we use the January and February AO indices
because the midwinter AO features the strongest interannual variability and the midwinter indices characterize the
strongest impact by the AO on the environmental variables. The January-February (JF) mean AO indices were
estimated as an average of January and February values.
A part of the study covers 44 years (1958–2001)
because of limited availability of reliable data. Particularly, we use precipitation data from the European
Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts 40-year
(ERA40) monthly mean reanalysis dataset (Uppala
et al., 2005). The zonal wind at 200 hpa data from
NCEP/NCAR Reanalysis-1 are for the same period to
provide consistency.
For long records of SST, we used the Centennial in
situ Observation Based Estimates of SST version 2
(COBE-SST2) with 1∘ × 1∘ horizontal resolution for the
period 1958–2011, developed at the Japanese Meteorological Agency (Hirahara et al., 2014). The subsurface
temperature data used in this study are the products of the
European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts
(ECMWF) ocean reanalysis system 4 (ORAS4), which
provides a continuous record of the global subsurface
temperature by combining a wealth of observational information (Balmaseda et al., 2013b). These ocean analysis
data are widely used for climate analyses (e.g. Rayner
et al., 2009; Yasunaka and Hanawa, 2011). However, the
uncertainty needs to be considered since ocean data sets
consisting of gridded variables for the global ocean are
based on a combination of observations that are irregularly distributed and spatially sparse. We confine our
oceanic data analysis to only the North Atlantic and North
Pacific because Carton et al. (2000) and Deser et al. (2010)
showed that these are the areas of the highest coverage with
observation since the late 1950s when an Oceanic Weather
Station network was established. It has been reported that
the COBE-SST data correspond well with another SST
analysis based on in situ SST, sea ice concentration
and satellite observations, especially in the Northern
Hemisphere (Ishii et al., 2005; Hirahara et al., 2014).
Balmaseda et al. (2013a, 2013b) argues that the reduced
uncertainty in ORAS4 relative to earlier ocean reanalysis
arise from the use of improved surface forcing, quality control in situ observation data and data assimilation method.
In order to confirm our oceanic data analysis, we used
other available data sets such as the Hadley Centre sea-Ice
and Sea Surface Temperature (HadISST; for the period
1958–2011; Rayner et al., 2003), the Extended Reconstruction of global SST version 2 (ERSST v2; for the
period 1958–2008; Smith and Reynolds, 2004), the Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory (GFDL) Ensemble
Coupled Data Assimilation version 3.1 (ECDA v3.1; for
the period 1961–2010; Chang et al., 2013) and the Simple Ocean Data Assimilation (SODA v2.2.4; for the period
1958–2010; Carton and Giese, 2008).
We made extensive use of linear methods in our study.
Correlation analysis was performed on the time series with
removed linear trends. The statistical significance of the
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correlation coefficients (r) was assessed by using Student’s
t-statistic accounting for the effective number of degrees of
freedom (Bretherton et al., 1999). The significance of the
correlation maps was assessed by field significance tests
based on the Monte-Carlo approach (Livezey and Chen,
1983), similar to that used by Kryjov (2004). Similarly to
Thompson and Wallace (2000), we estimated circulation
indices (CI) for the correlation maps by projecting SLP
anomalies weighted by the cosine of latitude onto the
correlation patterns. Therefore, each yearly CI value is
proportional to a spatial regression coefficient between the
correlation pattern and the corresponding SLP anomaly
field. Time series of the CI were normalized.
Maximum covariance analysis (MCA) on the basis of
singular value decomposition (SVD) was applied to detect
coupled modes of variability of the wintertime (JF) and
November SLP fields. Details of that method are described
by Bretherton et al. (1992). The significance of the results
was assessed by using the Monte-Carlo method described
by Venegas et al. (1997). The leading modes of November
SLP variability over Northern Hemisphere north of 20∘ N
were defined by principal component analysis (PCA). Separation of the modes was assessed with the rule of thumb
(North et al., 1982).

3. Results
3.1. Regression analysis
A pattern of November mean SLP anomalies regressed
upon the normalized JF AO index is shown in Figure 1(a).
Within the polar cap north of 40∘ N, the pattern exhibits a
marked seesaw between the Eastern and Western Hemispheres. Positive SLP anomalies span the whole North
Eurasia with the largest anomalies being located over
North Europe. Meanwhile, the Western Hemisphere from
the Bering Sea through the western North Atlantic features
remarkably negative SLP anomalies.
The regression coefficients exceed the 95% confidence
threshold over the northwestern North Atlantic (negative
correlations), North Europe and northern East Asia (positive correlations). The difference in the position of the
largest anomalies in the regression map and the largest correlations in the correlation map is due to the difference
in the variances of interannual variability of SLP in the
Atlantic-European and Asia-Pacific sectors, with the variance in the former essentially exceeding that in the latter
(figure not shown).
The regression map of the November mean SLP
anomalies on the normalized JF AO index yields a
hemispheric-scale seesaw in November SLP between
the Eurasian and Pacific-American-Atlantic sectors. The
polarity of this seesaw is influenced by the polarity of the
preceding JF AO. Particularly, winters of the positive JF
AO polarity tend to be followed by positive SLP anomalies spanning North Eurasia and negative SLP anomalies
spanning North America from the North Pacific through
the western North Atlantic. Opposite November SLP
anomalies prevail after winters of the negative AO polarity.
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To characterize the interannual variability of the
obtained November SLP pattern, we constructed a
November CI by projecting the area-weighted November
SLP anomalies on the correlation pattern corresponding to
the regression map shown in Figure 1(a). The November
CI and the JF AO index significantly covariate during the
whole period (Figure 1(c)), with the correlation coefficient being 0.49, which is significant at the 99% level of
confidence and stable in time (Figure 1(d)). These results
suggest that the mean JF AO significantly contributes to the
spatial distribution of the November SLP anomalies. Additionally, we performed similar analysis using the monthly
mean JF AO indices separately. The obtained results are
remarkably similar to those shown for the mean JF AO.
The November seesaw mode bears some resemblance
with the ‘Dipole Anomaly’ revealed by Wu et al. (2006)
and Wang et al. (2009) and defined as a second empirical orthogonal function (EOF) mode of the cold season
(October–March) SLP anomaly north of 70∘ N. That mode
explained 13% of the total SLP variance, with 61% of
the variance having been explained by the first mode, an
AO-like pattern. Despite some resemblance, the November
seesaw mode essentially differs from the Dipole Anomaly
of Wu et al. (2006). Particularly, there is no covariability
between the series of the CI and the Dipole Anomaly index
of Wu et al. (2006), with the correlation coefficient being
as negligible as −0.08. In addition, the spatial patterns of
these modes are fundamentally inconsistent.
The resulting regression maps (Figure 1(a) and (b))
demonstrate the influence of the wintertime AO on the
November SLP anomalies. To confirm this result, we apply
similar regression analysis through reverse succession. A
map of JF SLP anomalies regressed on the following
November CI yields an AO-like pattern (Figure 1(b)).
Compared to the AO pattern of Thompson and Wallace
(2000), the negative anomaly in the polar area and the
positive anomaly over the North Atlantic are perfectly
reproduced, whereas the positive anomaly over the North
Pacific appears rather weak. Although this pattern bears
some resemblance with the North Atlantic Oscillation
(NAO), it is shifted northward with respect to the latter
and the JF CI estimated based on the correlation pattern
corresponding to the regression map shown in Figure 1(b)
correlates with the JF AO index more strongly (r = 0.95)
than with the JF NAO index (r = 0.81).
3.2.

Maximum covariance analysis

To support the results from the regression analysis and
to reveal coupled modes of variability of the November
and JF SLP anomalies, we conducted MCA on the basis
of SVD. The leading pair of coupled singular vectors is
shown in Figure 2. The fraction of squared covariance
associated with the leading pair is 43.5%. The correlation coefficient between the time series of the corresponding expansion coefficients, JF EC1 and November EC1
(Figure 2(c)), is 0.54.
The primary coupled mode of variability of JF SLP
(Figure 2(a)) closely resembles the JF AO pattern, which
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Figure 1. Regression of the November SLP anomalies on the January-February. AO index (a) and regression of the January–February. SLP anomalies
on the November circulation index (CI) (b), unit: hPa(SD)−1 ; normalized time series of the JF AO, JF CI and November CI (c); running correlations
calculated over 27-year windows (plotted in the central year of the 27-year period) between the January–February. AO index and November CI
(solid) and their 95% confidence intervals (dashed) (d). The dots in (a) and (b) indicate the area where regression coefficients are significant at the
95% confidence level.

is proved by the correlation coefficient of 0.87 between
the time series of the EC1 of JF SLP and the JF AO.
The leading coupled mode of variability of November SLP
(Figure 2(b)) yields a hemispheric pattern with the most
prominent feature being an eastern–western interhemispheric seesaw closely resembling the regression pattern
shown in Figure 1(a). The correlation coefficient between
the time series of the EC1 of November SLP and the
November CI is 0.93.
Thus, the MCA results support the suggestion that the
November SLP anomalies are influenced by the preceding
wintertime AO. Particularly, both the regression and MCA
analyses reveal that the positive polarity of the JF AO
tends to be followed by a seesaw pattern in November
SLP characterized by the positive SLP anomalies spanning

North Eurasia and negative SLP anomalies spanning the
Western Hemisphere from the Bering Sea through the
western North Atlantic. In Novembers following winters
of the negative AO polarity, the signs of the anomalies
reverse.
3.3.

PCA of November SLP

In order to ascertain whether the derived November SLP
response to the JF AO is a prominent pattern of the November SLP variability or is an artefact of the applied methods,
we performed PCA of November SLP anomalies over the
extratropical Northern Hemisphere poleward of 20∘ N. The
first PCA mode of November SLP accounts for 19% of its
total variance, is well separated from the following mode
according to the rule of thumb (North et al., 1982) and the
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Figure 2. Spatial patterns of the first coupled SVD modes of January–February. SLP (a) and November SLP (b); time series of the expansion
coefficients (c).

fraction of the explained variance is comparable with the
22% fraction of the NDJFMA SLP total variance explained
by the AO mode of Thompson and Wallace (1998). The
leading PCA pattern (Figure 3) bears a strong resemblance
with the seesaw structure obtained in the previous experiments (Figures 1(a) and 2(b)), with correlation coefficients
between the series of the leading November SLP principal
component (PC1) and November CI and EC1 being 0.88
and 0.82, respectively.
The second PCA mode with an explained variance of
14.0% resembles the AO mode. The correlation coefficient
between the series of the November SLP PC2 and the
November AO index is 0.80, which corresponds to the
finding of Ogi et al. (2004b) that the AO is not a leading
mode of circulation variability in November.
The quantitative assessments of the complex relationships associated with the impact of the JF AO on the
November SLP anomalies are summarized in Table 1.
Most of the correlation coefficients are significant at the
99% level of confidence, and the significance of the few
remaining coefficients exceeds the 90% level of confidence. This confirms the high confidence of the obtained
results and conclusions.
These statistical results support the conclusion that the
JF AO impacts November circulation, with the positive
JF AO polarity inducing the dominance of the positive
(negative) SLP anomalies in the Eastern (Western) Hemispheres in the middle and high latitudes of the Northern Hemisphere. In Novembers following winters of the
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Figure 3. Leading PCA pattern of the November SLP anomalies north of
20∘ N (a) and time series of the November SLP PC1 (b).

negative AO polarity, the sign of the anomalies is reversed.
The pattern of the November SLP variability associated
with the preceding JF AO closely resembles the leading
mode of the November SLP variability derived by the
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Table 1. Correlation coefficients between the JF AO index (JF AO), expansion coefficients of the first coupled SVD modes of JF SLP
(JF EC1) and November SLP (November EC1), circulation indices (CI) based on JF SLP (JF CI) and November SLP (November
CI) and the PC1 of November SLP (November PC1) for the period from 1958 to 2011.

JF AO
JF EC1
JF CI
November PC1
November EC1

JF EC1

JF CI

November PC1

November EC1

November CI

0.87**

0.95**
0.97**

0.27
0.29*
0.29*

0.38**
0.54**
0.48**
0.82**

0.49**
0.55**
0.55**
0.88**
0.93**

*Significant at the 5% level, **Significant at the 1% level.
(a) Reg of Feb. SST on JF AO

(b) Reg of MAM SST on JF AO
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Figure 4. Lag regressions on the normalized JF AO index of SST monthly/seasonal mean values of February (a), MAM (b), JJAS (c), October (d),
November (e) and December (f). Unit: K(SD)−1 (contours). Light, medium and heavy colour shadings indicate the areas where regression coefficients
are significant at the 90, 95 and 99% confidence levels, respectively. The stipples (crosshatch) defines positive (negative) values.

PCA. The November seesaw mode could play an important
role in affecting the variability of temperature over Northern Eurasia, as described by Kryzhov (2008), who linked
this variability with the preceding wintertime AO.
4.

Discussion of the mechanisms

The hemispheric-scale response of November circulation
to the preceding JF AO is a new finding of the present
study and the mechanisms of this 9-month lag response
have not yet been studied. We suggest that this mechanism
resides in the November re-emergence of the wintertime
SST anomaly excited by the impact of the wintertime
AO and an influence of the re-emerged SST anomaly
on November circulation. To examine the impact of the
preceding wintertime AO on SST with different lags, the

maps of SST regressed on the JF AO have been computed
(Figure 4).
The strongest response of SST to the wintertime AO is
markedly seen in the North Atlantic. In February, JF AO
gives rise to surface cooling in the vicinity of the Labrador
Sea through the enhanced wind speed, cold advection
from higher latitudes and enhanced sensible and latent
heat fluxes from the ocean to atmosphere. The significant
cold anomaly centred over the Labrador Sea (northern
box) persists from February through next December.
Meanwhile, a significant warm anomaly over the western
North Atlantic (southern box) persists only from February
through May, after which it weakens and disappears during
the June–September summer season (with the exclusion
of the northernmost small area of the box). However, the
positive SST anomaly over the southern box strengthens
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(f). The grey shading indicates the area where correlation coefficients are significant at the 95% confidence level.

in October, reaches its maximum in November and disappears in December. Evolution of the SST anomaly in the
southern box closely matches descriptions of the North
Atlantic SST anomaly re-emergence given by Alexander
and Deser (1995). The persistence of the SST anomaly in
the Labrador Sea (northern box) is attributed to lower solar
irradiance and stronger surface winds, which prevent the
formation of the shallow surface mixed layer. Both wintertime and re-emerged November SST anomaly dipole
patterns caused by the wintertime AO closely resemble
the northern two-pole part of the North Atlantic tripole
associated with the NAO (Mosdale and Timothy, 2006;
Pan, 2007), which is expectable as it accounts for the close
relationships between the wintertime AO and NAO.
The re-emergence of the positive SST anomaly is supported by the sequential evolution of subsurface water temperature anomalies. The cross-section from 20∘ to 70∘ N
of the correlations between water temperature in the upper
200 m layer of the ocean averaged over the belt 60∘ –40∘ W
and the JF AO index is shown in Figure 5. The positive
subsurface temperature anomaly over the western North
Atlantic (30∘ –42∘ N, 60∘ –40∘ W), associated with the positive JF AO polarity, is prominent in February and persists
through the MAM season. During the JJAS season, this
positive signal is much weakened in the near surface layer
(0–30 m) as the influence of net surface heat flux anomalies (increase of the solar irradiance and decrease of the
turbulent fluxes from the ocean to atmosphere) strengthens and a shallow surface warm mixed layer forms, which
masks the underlying anomalies. However, autumn storms
destroy this shallow mixed layer and the warm anomalies
maintained in the depth re-emerge to the surface in the
western North Atlantic (southern box), peaking in November and being destroyed by the winter storms in December.
These results (Figures 4 and 5) explain why the strongest

influence of the JF AO on the autumn circulation is confined to November, although the significant cold anomaly
over the Labrador Sea (northern box) persists through
December. Thus, the main November response of the
North Atlantic SST to the preceding wintertime AO is the
re-emerged northern two-pole part of the North Atlantic
SST tripole pattern and associated increase (decrease) of
the meridional SST gradient in the western part of the
North Atlantic after the winters of the positive (negative)
AO polarity.
These oceanic data analysis (Figures 4 and 5) is confirmed with analysis of other available data sets (HadISST,
ERSST v2, ECDA v3.1 and SODA v2.2.4). The maps
of SST (HadISST, ERSST v2) regressed on the JF AO
(Figures S1 and S2, Supporting Information) were similar to our results (Figure 4). The sequential evolution of
subsurface water temperature anomalies (ECDA v3.1 and
SODA v2.2.4) shown in Figures S3 and S4 bears a strong
resemblance with our result (Figure 5). The similarity of
these results supports our belief that the ocean analysis
dataset that we used is reliable.
To support this result, similar regression analysis has
been applied through reverse succession. Figure 6 shows
the regression of SST anomalies (February, MAM, October and November) on the following November CI and
SLP PC1. Both indices indicate North Atlantic SST
anomalies in February and spring (Figure 6(a), (b), (e),
and (f)), similar to those associated with the impact of the
JF AO shown in Figure 4. There are no significant SST
anomalies in June–September when the wintertime SST
anomalies are masked by the summer shallow surface
mixed layer (not shown). Wintertime SST anomalies start
to re-emerge in October and become strong in November
(Figure 6(c), (d), (g), and (h)). Thus, the November seesaw
phase following the positive polarity of the wintertime
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(e) Reg of Feb. SST on Nov. SLP PC1
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(g) Reg of Oct. SST on Nov. SLP PC1

(h) Reg of Nov. SST on Nov. SLP PC1
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Figure 6. Regression of February (a, e), MAM (b, f), October (c, g) and November (d, h) SST on the November CI (upper) and PC1 (bottom). Unit:
K(SD)−1 . Areas of light, medium and heavy colour shadings indicate the areas where regression coefficients are significant at the 90, 95 and 99
confidence levels, respectively. The stipples (crosshatch) defines positive (negative) values.

AO (Figures 1–3) is preceded by evolution of the North
Atlantic SST anomalies closely resembling that forced by
the positive polarity wintertime AO and resulting in the
enhanced meridional SST gradient in the Western North
Atlantic in November. This supports the hypothesis that
re-emergence of the SST anomaly is one of the ways
in which the wintertime AO signal is transmitted into
autumn.
The mechanism of the Western North Atlantic SST
gradient impact on circulation is discussed by Serreze
et al. (2001). A climatological meridional gradient in SST
is associated with the temperature contrast between the

warm northward-flowing North Atlantic Drift current and
the cold southward flowing East Greenland current. It is
known to affect the frontal activity in the vicinity of Greenland. This meridional SST gradient in a given area tends
to drive baroclinic instability and, as discussed below, displacement of the upper troposphere jet stream, with both
exciting cyclogenesis. Enhancement (weakening) of the
SST gradient in Novembers following winters of the positive (negative) AO polarity enhances (weakens) cyclogenesis in the area of the Icelandic low. That is, re-emergence
of the SST anomaly, associated with preceding positive
(negative) JF AO polarity, induces the formation of the
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Figure 7. Normalized time series of the November ASSTI (solid), JF
AO (long dash), November CI (short dash) (a); running correlations
(solid) calculated over 27-year windows (plotted in the central year of
the 27-year period) between November ASSTI and JF AO (b), November ASSTI and November CI (c) and their 95% confidence intervals
(dashed).

November negative (positive) SLP anomaly over the western North Atlantic with associated enhancement (weakening) of warm advection into the eastern Arctic.
To quantitatively describe interannual variations of
the northwestern Atlantic SST anomalies associated
with preceding JF AO, we have constructed an index
characterizing the November Atlantic SST meridional
gradient (November ASSTI) as a difference of the SST
anomalies averaged over the southern and northern boxes
(Figure 7(a)). The JF AO index (JF CI) and November
CI significantly correlate with the November ASSTI
with coefficients of 0.51 (0.49) and 0.55, respectively
(Table 2), with the correlations being stable in time
(Figure 7(b) and (c)). Most of the correlation coefficients
are significant at the 99% level of confidence. This confirms the high confidence of the obtained results and
conclusions.
The confirmation that November ASSTI links the JF AO
and November seesaw mode comes from the regression
maps shown in Figure 8, which closely resemble those of
Figures 1 and 2. Regression of JF SLP on the November
ASSTI (Figure 8(a)) reveals a pattern resembling that of
the AO, while regression of the November SLP on the
November ASSTI (Figure 8(b)) reveals a pattern of the
November SLP response to the wintertime AO, that is, the
seesaw over the high and middle latitudes of the Northern
Hemisphere characterized by the cyclonic anomalies in the
western hemisphere from the North Pacific through the
western North Atlantic and the anti-cyclonic anomalies
extending from the West Europe through the East Asia.
These results support the hypothesis that the re-emergence
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of the North Atlantic SST anomalies links the wintertime
AO and the November seesaw mode.
Intuitively, one may expect a link through the
re-emergence of the North Pacific SST anomalies similar
to that of the North Atlantic. Indeed, following the winters of the positive AO polarity, a warm anomaly in the
Northeastern Pacific re-emerges in October and reaches
its maximum in November. This anomaly increases a
meridional SST gradient in the Aleutian law area and is
favourable for enhancement of the Aleutian low. However,
results for the North Pacific have a low statistical significance because the November pattern of the North Pacific
SST anomalies associated with the positive November CI
and SLP PC1 is a response of SST to the already enhanced
Aleutian low, rather than the pattern which forces this
enhancement. Additionally, the Aleutian low is within the
area of the negative SLP anomalies (Figures 1(a), 2(b), 3,
and 8(b)) corresponding to the positive November CI and
SLP PC1. Possible explanations include the relationships
between the Aleutian low with the El-Nino-Southern
Oscillation (ENSO) phenomenon (Bjerknes, 1969), a
biennial component in the ENSO variability (Rasmusson
et al., 1990), a tendency of the wintertime AO to be
negative (positive) during the El-Nino (La-Nina) winters
(e.g. Fletcher and Kushner, 2011) and a proposal by
Nakamura et al. (2006, 2007) for the tendency of the
positive (negative) wintertime AO to be followed by the
development of El-Nino (La-Nina) in the next autumn.
The response of November Atlantic climate variability
to the November ASSTI, shown in Figure 9, explains the
mechanisms of the re-emerged SST anomaly impact on
November circulation. After winters of the positive AO
polarity, the increased meridional SST gradient over the
western North Pacific drives upper-level positive zonal
wind anomalies, implying a northward displacement of jet
stream through the thermal wind relationship. Poleward
displacement of jet stream induces the upward synoptic
scale vertical motion over the northern part of jet stream
exit region (Holton, 2004), which in turn enhances the
convective activity (indicated by enhanced precipitation in
Figure 9) in the area of Icelandic low where the Arctic
frontal zone is located. The associated diabatic heating and
enhancement of warm advection, caused by the deepened
Icelandic low, give rise to the positive lower troposphere
thickness anomaly in the vicinity of Greenland Sea, which
reinforces the surface pressure to decrease (Holton, 2004).
This strong coupling among diabatic heating, warm advection and positive lower troposphere thickness anomaly
leads to a persistent low level cyclonic flow, which indicates that the cyclones from the Icelandic low propagate
northward along the eastern Greenland coast rather than
eastward along the Siberian coast, due to warm injection
in the western North Pacific, and which results in the positive SLP anomalies over North Eurasia. After winters of
negative AO polarity, the signs of impacts and anomalies
are inverted.
Along with regression analysis we have performed a case
study of the evolution of climatic anomalies followed the
extremely positive JF AO of 1989 and extremely negative
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Table 2. Correlation coefficients of the index of the November Atlantic Sea Surface Temperature (November ASSTI) with the
January–February. AO index (JF AO), expansion coefficients of January–February. SLP (JF EC1) and November SLP (November
EC1), circulation indices (CI) of January–February. SLP (JF CI) and November SLP (November CI) and the PC1 of November SLP
(November PC1) for the period from 1958 to 2011.

November ASSTI

JF AO

JF EC1

JF CI

November PC1

November EC1

November CI

0.51**

0.42**

0.49**

0.46**

0.44**

0.55**

*Significant at the 5% level, **Significant at the 1% level.
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Figure 8. Regression of the JF (a) and November (b) SLP anomalies on the November ASSTI. Units: hPa(SD)−1 . The dots indicate the area where
regression coefficients are significant at the 95% confidence level.
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JF AO of 2010. The sequential evolution of the wintertime
SST anomalies over the western North Atlantic after the
winters of extremes in the JF AO closely resembles and
supports the results from regression analysis (Figure S5).
The 9-month lag response of November circulation (Figure
S6) also closely resembles that obtained in linear analysis
and supports its results.

5. Conclusion
This study has demonstrated the influence of the wintertime AO on the following November circulation. On one
hand, it has supported the results from the previous studies
showing such influence in the Atlantic-European sector.
On the other hand, it has yielded new findings. Particularly,
this study has demonstrated that the November circulation
response to the preceding wintertime AO operates on a
hemispheric scale and closely resembles the leading EOF
of November SLP. Another new finding is the evidence
that the re-emergence of SST in the North Atlantic is a key
component of the mechanism of the 9-month lag response
of November circulation to the preceding wintertime AO.
Several statistical methods are used to show that winters of the positive (negative) AO polarity tend to be followed by positive (negative) SLP anomalies over North
Eurasia and negative (positive) SLP anomalies over a large
region from the Bering Sea through the North Atlantic.
That is, the response of November SLP to the JF AO is
a seesaw pattern in the middle and high latitudes with SLP
anomalies of one sign spanning the Eastern Hemisphere
and SLP anomalies of the opposite sign spanning the Western Hemisphere. This seesaw pattern closely resembles the
leading hemispheric-scale EOF of November SLP, which
explains 19% of its total variability, with the correlation
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coefficient between the series of the November CI, corresponding to the seesaw pattern, and the first principal
component of November SLP, being 0.87.
The key distinctive mechanisms of the 9-month lag
in the November circulation response to the preceding
wintertime AO is caused by the re-emergence of the wintertime SST anomalies over the western North Atlantic.
The negative SST anomaly over the northwestern North
Atlantic, caused by the preceding JF AO positive polarity,
persists through December, whereas the positive SST
anomaly, also caused by the preceding JF AO positive
polarity, re-emerges due to the enhancing autumn storm
activity and reaches its maximum in November.
This enhanced meridional SST gradient induces baroclinicity and displacement of the upper troposphere jet
stream, with both exciting cyclogenesis in November. That
is, the re-emergence of SST causes the negative November SLP anomaly over the North Atlantic associated with
the enhanced cyclonic activity in the Arctic frontal zone
and provides an enhanced warm advection to the eastern
Arctic with the corresponding changes in the hemispheric
circulation.
Our statistical study has provided evidence of the relationships between November circulation and the preceding
wintertime AO, and we have proposed physically plausible
mechanisms to explain the revealed relationships. However, a statistical study cannot produce physical evidence
in support of statistical relationships. Therefore, we plan to
clarify the mechanisms of the revealed relationships with
model experiments.
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Figure S1. Lag regressions on the normalized JF AO
index of SST (HadISST) monthly/seasonal mean values
of February (a), MAM (b), JJAS (c), October (d), November (e) and December (f) for the period 1958–2011. Unit:
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Figure S2. Lag regressions on the normalized JF AO index
of SST (ERSST v2) monthly/seasonal mean values of
February (a), MAM (b), JJAS (c), October (d), November (e) and December (f) for the period 1958–2008. Unit:
K(SD)−1 (contours). Light, medium and heavy colour
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shadings indicate the areas where regression coefficients
are significant at the 90, 95 and 99% confidence levels,
respectively.
Figure S3. Cross-section from 20∘ to 70∘ N of the lag correlations between the JF AO index and monthly/seasonal
mean values of water temperature (ECDA v3.1) in the
upper 200 m layer of the ocean averaged over the belt
60∘ –40∘ W of February (a), MAM (b), JJAS (c), October (d), November (e) and December (f) for the period
1961–2010. The grey shading indicates the area where
correlation coefficients are significant at the 95% confidence level.
Figure S4. Cross-section from 20∘ to 70∘ N of the lag correlations between the JF AO index and monthly/seasonal
mean values of water temperature (SODA v2.2.4) in the
upper 200 m layer of the ocean averaged over the belt
60∘ –40∘ W of February (a), MAM (b), JJAS (c), October (d), November (e) and December (f) for the period
1958–2010. The grey shading indicates the area where
correlation coefficients are significant at the 95% confidence level.
Figure S5. Composites of monthly SST (HadISST)
anomalies of February (a, d, g), July (b, e, h) and November
(c, f, i) for the extreme positive JF AO (top; 1989), negative
JF AO (middle; 2010) and their difference (bottom).
Figure S6. SLP anomalies in the extreme positive (a),
negative (b) JF AO cases and its difference (c).
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